My housebuilding programming
Part 3
These OO scale buildings were built for use on my show layout.

Bramble Farm
Finished in rough cast using builders fine sand on P.V.A. and painted in storm grey to give a
weathered look.

Before

After

Quoins from Scale Model Scenery dress the corners the corners with coffee stirrers for the base
skirting and barge boards.

Peco guttering and rone pipes complete the exterior.
The kitchen now has an old range cooker, 3D printed by Robert Wallace.

Granny Weatherwax’s Cottage
This was a card building I got in a box of old buildings etc. at a car boot sale . The scale was wrong
so I cut it down by a third , refigured the big widows as doors, cut the chimney stack by two fifths.
This all made it a better scale fit.

The interior is all new scratch built with bits from the scrap box. The roof tiles are new pre
weathered from Scale Model Scenery, the doors from coffee stirrers.

The Bothy/ out building
This is a new laser kit from Scale Model Scenery complete with two kit finishes red brick/stone in
the kit giving you options for your layout.

The only modifications I made was adding coffee stirrers for the sarking on the roof , this enabled
me to make slight variations to the symmetry of the roof prior to tiling giving the effect of a sagging
roof.

Parsnip Cottage

( Petit properties ).
In my version, I turned the out house and put it on the opposite corner so that the back door and out
house door were adjacent.

This is now ready for the tiles on the roof and the plaster cast rendering etch into rough stone work.
Then I can fit the windows/doors and final details rones, guttering, furniture etc.
The kitchen appliances are from smartmodels.co.uk.
The period T.V. in the main room is scratched built.
The fire place will have a flicker light fitted. Note the old copper boiler in the out house and more
up to date washing machine with mangle. The bedrooms also have fireplaces fitted hence all the
chimneys.
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